
 PeeringDB Issues board  Google Meet  PC Todo list  Product Roadmap 

 2023-11-02 Start:  15:30 UTC  End:  16:30 UTC 
 Participants: Arnold, Steve, Pete, Grizz, Martin, Leo 
 Apologies: 

 Main agenda 
 ●  whois.peeringdb.com must either be updated (see:  #701  )  or retired. It is not documented 

 in our HOWTO article on search, or elsewhere on docs.peeringdb.com. Its use is not 
 directly logged but a NAGIOS monitor shows what might be a handful of regular users or 
 many infrequent users, or just random traffic. How important is this service? Is a whois 
 interface still important or should we retire it? Should we do a  simple poll  to find out 
 whether people know or care about whois? 

 ○  Agreement to announce that the service will be terminated on a given date 
 sufficiently far in the future that anyone who relies on it operationally can notify us 
 if it causes a problem. Proposed date: end of January 2024. 

 ●  Website update: designs now in. Order of operations is dynamic resizing with support for 
 larger screens and better support for mobile, update table features, front page look and 
 feel, admin interface for organizations and personalization features. 

 ○  OK 

 Number  Title  Summary  Consent 
 Finalized? 

 #1408  Public Logging of Object 
 Request Rejections 

 A technical evaluation of this would be at 
 least a Major work item. What are the 
 specific requirements we want? 

 ●  What data should be gathered, 
 stored, published? 

 ●  Where should we publish? 
 ●  How automated do we want that 

 process to be? 
 ●  Is structured data enough or do 

 we need room for narrative? 

 Investigate what 
 data we have on 

 rejections to 
 evaluate what 
 approach is 
 possible and 

 practical 

 #1454  Add a metro area field with 
 normalized presentation of 
 naming 

 A new user supplied field identifying the 
 normalized name of the metro area 
 served by a facility or IXP. e.g. a facility in 
 Wormer, North Holland might list 
 Amsterdam as the metro area 

 No 

 #1463  Update website to take 
 advantage of wider screen 
 and improve mobile device 
 support 

 Focus on improving table sizing and 
 distribution across whole site with 
 specific feature improvement for campus 
 pages: new table feature 

 Yes 



 Consent Agenda 
 Non-contentious issues that can be agreed in a single vote. Members can ask for an issue to be 
 placed on the main agenda if they want it to have more discussion. 

 Number  Title  Summary  Consent 
 Finalized? 

 #1462  Expanded IPv6 addresses not 
 accepted when creating a 
 netixlan object in the frontend 

 Bug: address comparison should follow 
 normalization 

 To be 
 investigated 

 #1078  Field logo is missing from 
 object org 

 API and web are not feature equivalent: 

 Note comment from user on GitHub: 

 “  I'm crafting a webapp that enables 
 sign-in-with-PeeringDB functionality, and 
 we would really ideally like to show 
 peering participant logos in this webapp, 
 and PeeringDB seems like an ideal 
 authoritative source. 

 +1 for an API addition that would enable 
 us to get a logo URL. 

 A bit ambiguous though (since I couldn't 
 find a FAQ or AUP entry about it): is it 
 acceptable for external applications to 
 hotlink logos directly from PeeringDB? 
 If the API starts exposing the image URL, 
 it might be worth setting some guidance 
 on this point.  ” 

 Yes 

 #1123  Make a Technical POC 
 mandatory when enabling 
 "Allow IXP Update" 

 Bug: As title  Yes 

 #1118  Bug in email address 
 matching for ASNAUTO tool 

 Bug? Should RDAP queries be queued if 
 the server is unavailable? 

 Close 



 Informational 
 No action required. Members should be aware that these new issues have been agreed since 
 the last meeting. 

 Number  Title  Summary 

 #1452  Normalizing the 
 presentation of place 
 names 

 Improve data quality by normalizing names at the presentation 
 layer where we can. e.g. Keep “București” in a field for user 
 supplied data but present “Bucharest” 

 #1453  DELETION PREVENTED: 
 Link is not formatted as 
 <a> html element 

 A bug affecting the AC’s backend support system 

 #1456  Duplicate AS-SET name  Add a warning when there’s a duplicate AS-SET and hierarchical 
 AS-SET naming is not specified 

 #1455  Org name 
 RIPE-NCC-END-MNT for new 
 networks 

 Bug that populates new networks with the wrong name in 
 some circumstances 

 AOB 
 Three potential new PC members have been identified and Steve will speak with them. 


